
NOTIFICATION
(Under Rule 6(1) of the CST Act and J&K GST Rules 1956)

No 3405-07/69
Dated: 14/3/69

It has been reported by M/s Swastik Enterprises, Roop Nagar

CST No. OLV-019789
GST No. OLV-019789
That C Form/s bearing S.No/s.

have been lost and the matter stands published in the following News papers:

1. Himalayan Mail Dated 13-02-69
2. Anadigala Dated 13-03-69

Hence the below noted C-Form/s are/is hereby declared as invalid for the purpose of Sub Section (4) of section 8 of the CST Act, 1956. Any Body Fraudulently using the said C-Form/s will render himself liable for penal Action as per Law.

The Person/s who will find the said C-Form/s please return the same to the under signed:

No. of C-Forms: OLV-019789

S.No. of the C-Form: OLV-019789

Name & address of the dealer: M/s Swastik Enterprises, Roop Nagar
Registration No. of the Dealer: GST --- CST ---

Whether lost/stolen/destroyed: Lost

Address of the dealer to whom issued:

1. The Commissioner Commercial Taxes J&K Govt, Jammu/Srinagar for Information
2. The Additional Commissioner (Adm) Commercial Taxes Jammu
3. The Manager Govt. Ranbir Press Jammu for Publication in the Next Gazette

Signature
Assessing Authority, Commercial Taxes Circle-J, Jammu.
NOTIFICATION
(Under Rule 6(1) of the CST Act and J&K GST Rules 1956)

No 313628/2019
Dated: 21/1/2019

It has been reported by Ms. Shakuntla Sons, Main Bazaar, Akhnoor, TIN-0170090872, CST No. 5080472 GST No. 0908720872 that C Form/s bearing S.No/s. 004-090886 to 090975 have been lost and the matter stands published in the following News papers:

1. Daily Excelsior Dated 13.02.09
2. Anni Dajala Dated 13.02.09

Hence the below noted C-Form/s are/is hereby declared as invalid for the purpose of Sub Section (4) of section 8 of the CST Act, 1956. Any Body Fraudulently using the said C-Form/s will render himself liable for penal action as per Law.

The Person/s who will find the said C-Form/s please return the same to the undersigned.

No. of C-Forms: 10 nos.
S.No of the C-Form: 004-090886 to 090975
Name & address of the dealer: Ms. Shakuntla Sons, Akhnoor, TIN-0170090872, CST No. 5080472
Registration No. of the Dealer: 0170090872
Whether lost/stolen/destroyed: Lost
Address of the dealer to whom issued:

Copy to:
1. The Commissioner Commercial Taxes J&K Govt Jammu /Srinagar for Information
2. The Additional Commissioner (Admin) Commercial Taxes Jammu
3. The Manager Govt Ranbir Press Jammu for Publication in the Next Gazette
NOTIFICATION

Notification under section 6(e) of the J&K CST Rules 1958, wherein it has been reported by M/S Isba Associates, Khawaja Bazar Srinagar bearing TIN No.: 01802120939 that he has lost four blank 'C' forms bearing No. 04V 066591, 04V 066592, 04V 066593 and 04V 066594. The dealer has published loss of 'C' forms in the Daily Aftab Srinagar on 13 January 2009. The dealer has also produced the indemnity bond also as per rule 6(3e).

Now therefore, under the powers conferred upon me under sub-rule(1) of Rule 6 Central Sales Tax Rules (J&K) 1958. I declare the said 'C' forms whose details are given are obsolete/invalid for the purpose of sub section 4 of section (8) of the CST Act, 1956.

Name of the dealer to whom issued: M/S Isba Associates, Khawaja Bazar Sgr.
Regd. No./TIN: 01802120939
Sr. No. of 'C' Forms: 04V 066591, 04V 066592, 04V 066593, 04V 066594.

Reason for which declared obsolete: Mis-placed.

It is further notified that in case of any person/persons are found guilty of misuse of this 'C' Forms shall be personally responsible for the legal consequences.

(Farooq Ahmad Baba)
Commercial Taxes officer, Circle (J) Srinagar.

Dated: 24-1-99

Copy to the 1st Commissioner, Commercial Taxes J&K Govt., Jammu for favour of Inquiry.